
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of industry advisor. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for industry advisor

Facilitate fast problem resolution for any system and reporting inquiries
Conduct meaningful Discovery sessions to assess customer needs and
requirements for custom analysis
Lead regularly scheduled performance meetings with client business owners
to assess how well things are going and to identify areas of continuous
improvement
Develop and support Industry Sales Plays that drive net new pipeline
opportunity
Be the industry evangelist and collaborate with the product and strategy
teams
Develop and support execution of industry-oriented sales plays
Provide lift to the sales teams through enablement, coaching and opportunity
support applying industry content, expertise and relationships
Develop and maintain category-specific knowledge assets and market
intelligence that capture expertise / best practices
Provide strategic sourcing oversight and category knowledge in support of
the Sourcing Project Management function on projects within categories of
expertise
Infuse market insights into the sourcing process on projects within categories
of expertise

Qualifications for industry advisor

Example of Industry Advisor Job Description
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Articulates view on challenge, proposes solutions, articulates why in a way
that wide audience can understand
Consistently researches and maintains awareness of segment trends and
news
Has distinguished themselves in the segment’s field for their innovation,
expertise or operational execution
Is a “go to” person for segment expertise / thought-leader perspective
(every time you talk to them you feel a little smarter)
Sought after for their opinions and perspectives in the marketplace by
professional in the segment
15 years of professional experience including min 5 years of management
consulting experience with leading international firm with good
understanding of Public Sector in UAE


